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Abstract: Sustainable consumption became the community’s attention as the respond of worrying
consumption growth direction that tends to excessively exploit nature without considering the
continuity of the next generation. Take into account the growing coffee consumption in Indonesia,
this article tries to prove whether the connoisseur consumers (CCs) are capable to mediate dynamics
capabilities (DCs) of single origin coffee shops (SOCSs) and to encourage the consumption
sustainability. In-depth interview to 30 SOCS managers, 60 baristas and 450 consumers, it is found
that CCs are capable of supporting the business continuity of SOCSs because they are loyal
consumers with the contribution of more than 20% from the total consumers. Correlation testing
between connoisseurs’ attributes and the number of visits also shows positive value. It means there
is a significant relationship. In addition, related to the sustainability attribute, the existence of CCs
has encouraged the practice of consumption sustainability. At the same time, CCs are capable to
moderate SOCSs to improve sensing, seizing, and transforming shop management to put up with the
competition. Based on the above findings, CCs are moderating SOCSs in improving their DCs to be
more potential in improving the sustainable consumption of coffee commodity in the future.
Keywords: coffee shop, single origin, connoisseur consumers, sustainable consumption, dynamics
capabilities

1. Introduction
Between agro-food products, coffee is the first commodity to quarrel in ethic attribute and
sustainability such as fair trade, organics, premium price, as well as justified value chain issues ([1]–
[3]. Several consumers’ culture specialists mention that the phenomenon is part of “third wave
coffee” where coffee is not only a commodity with strong cultural character but also a worldwide
global business [4]–[7]. Now, the development of coffee consumption trend is fast and dynamic, even
several consumers culture observers are building “fourth wave” theory where global coffee
consumption will lead to coffee consumption model with the best quality becoming popular trend as
well as extended business to build new supply chain that is different from current condition [8].
Coffee has shifted from business involving the control of traditional mean of production such as land,
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capital, and technology, to control over the means of symbolic production in extracting surplus value
through global trade [4].
At the same time, the concern of parties on the unjustified distribution of coffee margin
especially on the producer side namely the farmers have encouraged fair trade movement [9], [10].
Specialty coffee becomes one of the alternatives to liberate the producer from the unjustified coffee
market structure [8], [11], [12]. Single origin coffee is the next more realistic strategy to give protection
to the uniqueness of growing and developing origin coffee as well as its cultural characteristics [2],
[13]. Geographical indication becomes one of the strategies not only to serve the origin tracked issue
but also to protect the uniqueness of coffee and its culture [14], [15]. Despite small market share, since
early 2000 until now, the existence of single origin coffee market has given the alternative and new
perspective where coffee obtain premium price and slowly change the coffee consumption globally
[13], [16], [17].
Many kinds of research on coffee mainly took the theme on lifestyle or social place of millennial
[18], consumers loyalty and branding [19], culture and locality [20]–[22], and political movement [23].
Several kinds of research concerning coffee consumption are focusing too much on the ethics and
sustainability issues [24], [25], while issues related to evolution side of the institutional coffee business
at the local level do not get enough attention. In the economic aspect, there are so many information
especially for supply theme and impact of the development of new coffee business networks with the
farmers’ welfare including the role of farmer group and cooperative [11], [24], [26], [27]. At the same
time, many pieces of research on coffee focus too much on the personal preference related to taste
[28] and other motives where institutional aspects of the economy, especially related to SOCSs
business, are relatively rare to be discussed.
Observing the developing consumption growth throughout the year, coffee business is still
considered as an interesting and profitable business because it is a most dynamic business in facing
consumers culture development including technology [9], [29]. Consumption of coffee expected to
increase 0.06 million bags from 3,09 million bags in 2016 to 3.15 million bags of green bean equivalent
(GBE) in 2017 [30]. Additionally, retail coffee shops tend to focus on high quality specialty coffees
due to increasing numbers of connoisseur’s consumers [9]. At the same time production of Indonesia
Arabica coffee is also seen rising slightly to 1.4 million bags from 1.2 million bags in 2017 according
to the United State Department of Agriculture (USDA) [31]. Thus, this article focuses on the effort of
acknowledging how connoisseur consumers moderate the shop managers to build their dynamics
capabilities to draw clearer sustainability consumption on the coffee mechanism. This is in line with
the wave direction of four coffees where single origin or country origin become an important issue
along with the better coffee seed quality in the market [8], [9]. Locality as the culture setting also
heavily affects the consumers behavior including coffee business [32] that is what this research is
strategic enough because it raises the dynamic of coffee shop business in developing country that
starts to build single origin coffee as a new commodity in the coffee market [14]. Thus, it is important
to study the dynamic of this “coffee house” business at the local level especially its sustainability
consumption, connoisseurs’ role, and strategy of the managers in winning the competition.
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2. Theoretical Frameworks
Connoisseur consumers (CCs) are a consumers community that has more attention to the goods
they buy [33] such as the origin of the goods, quality, friendliness on the environment, and other
ethnic attributes. Theoretically, their consumer behavior is relatively sustainable because they have
specific attention to the environmental issues as well as having the willingness to pay for
environmentally friendly products better than general consumers [34]. They have the tendency to try
understanding, evaluating, and appreciating consumption objects subjectively showing its
preference toward certain coffee such as the origin of coffee, serving method, and others.
Connoisseurs enjoy more of its behavior as the leisure activity as well as emphasizing the different
self-identity with many of consumers group where one of its characteristics is empathy to the
environment, does not have a problem with the price, subjectively care to the goods and service they
consume [33]. Furthermore, CCs builds its own subculture that is different from most consumers.
Thus, they are more close to the coffee experts than most consumers. Hence, it is very common for
the SOCSs managers to respond to the existence of CCs by designing business familiar to their needs
to obtain their loyalty.
They are not the only important one as visitors, CCs also has the ability to build community and
generate new subculture and social capital that can support the existence of SOCSs. Even small
existence of CCs has the potential to build specific consumers community, not only between their
own but also consumers in general. Figure 1 shows that CCs can attract other consumers both regular
or general visitors and outstanding professional to build social modal and new subculture [33], [35],
[36]. Thus, the existence of CCs will be able to help single origin coffee shop to build a community of
its consumers so that they will not only rely on the impulse consumers but also special consumers
driven by CCs. Based on the above description, this article specifically analyzes whether the existence
of connoisseur consumers between the consumers of single origin coffee shop will be able to improve
dynamic dynamics capabilities of SOCSs and build sustainability consumption of single origin coffee.

Pigure 1. Connoisseurship consumption community (adapted from Quintão et al., 2017b)

On the dynamic capabilities side, the existence of CCs as the market segment is relatively more
loyal with clearer preference than most consumers, its potential facilitates the company in sensing,
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seizing, and transforming the company to be more directed relatively. For example, the huge
existence of CCs in the consumers’ structure in a company facilitates the managers in detecting what
knowledge that will likely to be asked by them. The company can also anticipate it by giving enough
education to its personnel who will communicate with CCs. So, the existence of CCs will facilitate the
company to detect what are required needs to serve the typology of such consumers. Analysis ability
on the external demand to skillfully change the organization to answer those challenges is one of the
signs that a company has good DCs [37].
Dynamics capabilities (DCs) is a theory emerging to answer why many business institutions that
have dominated the resources are useful in the production process, having strong HR, and solid
system that will collapse in facing the competition, instead the institution has the ability to survive
and even develop rapidly. According to the initiator, dynamics capabilities not only count the
corporate mastery of assets and human resources, but also network, the ability of the institution itself
to sense, seize, and actively transform the value and management of the organization to be responsive
toward change and competition [38], [39]. DCs are an accumulative process of the company’s social
interaction. It is indigenous in nature and owned by a company so that it is impossible to be imitated
by other companies because DCs involve “distinct skills, processes, procedures, organizational
structures, decision rules, and disciplines.”[37].
Moreover, it will be easier for the company to choose the most effective strategy to control its
resources needed to serve the CCs better in keeping their loyalty. CCs have a relatively open
characteristic with the barista as commonly seen in the coffee shop, it has helped the manager to
quickly improve their business model. It will allow the company to quickly design and refined a
business model that can truly fulfill the CCs demands especially the knowledge of sale and purchase
products. A model business that is capable to utilize the mapped resources in accordance with the
needs of consumers will have strong dynamic capabilities. This intellectual property will also be the
character of the company with competitors so that the concepts or innovations characterizing the
company are difficult to be replicated by other companies [37].
On the seizing side, management builds two strategies namely anticipating the competitor’s
reaction that can disturb the sustainability of the company and use the intellectual property to
maintain dominance. This intellectual property is an asset from the company that is impossible to be
imitated by other companies due to the rights claim attached to that company [37] so the company
has the monopoly. In SSCS context, this intellectual property can be in the form of concept
development of the shop, other than the difficulty to be imitated due to its originality, shame will be
one of the barriers for imitating process. Meanwhile, in anticipating the reaction from the competitor,
especially traditional coffee shop, the specific strategy can be used to anticipate the price and
promotion or additional facilities provision can also be an option [9]. This strategy is one of the ways
for the manager in designing and refining business model to be able to seize more effectively.
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Pigure 2. Simplified schema of dynamics capabilities, business model, and strategy

Meanwhile, in transforming the company periodically so that the structure and its culture will
be more responsive to changes, the manager should do alliance process and investment to improve
the company’s capability. The ability to always build flexible value and move all parties is very
important for the company in order to adjust with practical community needs. Partnership with
“sharing” principle between Uber and personal car owners means sharing risk and resources so that
the company becomes more competitive. At the same time, the company will be able to invest more
carefully and it will have a big impact on improving their dynamics capabilities [37]. It means that
they will be able to integrate goods, service and knowledge components into unique combinations
that solve strategically important customer specific problems”, the specific problem in this research
is the existence of CCs [40].
What is the relationship between sustainability and dynamics capabilities? Referring to several
views, sustainability is a measure to analyze whether an economic, ecological and social aspect is able
to grow and develop jointly without being defeated by one and another. There is a balance between
socio-economic and environmental sustainability for sustainability, not only for human existence but
also the existence of civilization and environment. On the economic aspect, based on the definition
by [41] who stated that “sustainable consumption behavior as individual acts of satisfying needs in
different areas of life by acquiring, using and disposing goods and services that do not compromise
the ecological and socio-economic conditions of all people (currently living or in the future) to satisfy
their own needs”. It contains a meaning that consumption on the service and goods will not only
compromise with ecological and socio-economic conditions for the sustainability of the next
generation [41].
Furthermore, [41] centralized the ways to analyze sustainable consumption by involving three
main dimensions namely the dimensions of sustainability, consumption phase, and consumption
area and one specific indicator, namely the impact as a result of consumption. Sustainability
dimension includes ecological and social-economic sustainability, while consumption phase involves
the acquisition, usage, and disposal, and consumption area involves food, housing, mobility,
clothing, and others. Meanwhile, the impact indicator as the follower from consumption activity is
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seen from both the good and bad sides by a certain degree. Furthermore, sustainability can also be
seen in two sides namely SOCSs as a business institution and CCs as active consumers.
On the institutional business, sustainability can be verified from the efforts by the company
starting from the effort in transferring knowledge to the customers [42], efficient energy consumption
[43], [44], transparent business process [45], and reduce production waste [46]. Those four
contributions can be seen from three main activities from coffee business namely production and
consumption process [47], as well as marketing [48] where the existence of CCs “force” the shop to
do activities in encouraging coffee business process to be more sustainable. How much the CCs
contribution in encouraging the company to transform into more sustainable, and how is the
consumers' behavior itself in keeping the sustainable values will be able to be analyzed.
3. Materials and Methods
The research was conducted in Malang, the second biggest city in East Java Province with a
population of more than 600 thousand people, with significant development of coffee shops in the
last ten years. Not less than 250 coffee shops with more than 100 SOCSs will keep growing over time.
We have conducted an in-depth interview to 30 SOCSs owners as the key informants for two months
to construct what strategies they have carried out in facing tighter competition with usual coffee
shops. At the same times, we also conducted observation and discussion with SOCSs customers to
get an in-depth impression regarding the atmosphere, their preference and respond to their favorite
SOCSs. Meanwhile, sampling respondents with convenience sampling as many as 450 consumers
were conducted so that the researchers can obtain respondents who have a deep understanding of
single origin coffee to facilitate the data extraction process and respondents who have consumed
single origin coffee. Figure 3 stratified random sampling in determining the number of respondents
and informants.

30 coffee shops

30 Owners
qualitative/informant
60 Baristas

quantitative/respondent

450 consumers
60 Baristas

Figure 3. Respondents and Informants Sampling Technique

Furthermore, we asked 60 baristas to record the behavior of 450 consumers in two weeks, do
they directly order the single origin coffee type, ask barista’s help, or order coffee other than the single
origin. The method of ordering is an indication of the costumers’ intensity on the coffee they drink as
potential connoisseurs or connoisseur candidate. Thus, this research simultaneously uses
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quantitative and qualitative approaches to explain the existence of CCs, their role in driving
sustainable consumption as well as improving Dynamics capabilities of SOCSs.
The quantitative approach aims to calculate the potential existence of CCs and measure the
relationship between CCs attributes, namely the level of manager’s knowledge of coffee, coffee shop
image, a variety of coffee, barista’s communication skills, and the quality of coffee serving techniques
with the number of visitors. Simple descriptive statistical analysis is used because this research
focuses more on explaining social processes. Thus, the results of statistical calculations can be used
to strengthen the qualitative findings. This explanatory analysis is used to examine causality or causal
relationships between variables or to prove whether there is a relationship between purchasing
decisions and various attributes of connoisseurs.
Meanwhile, qualitative analysis is used to capture what strategies are built by managers of SOCs
to improve DCs in the middle of the competition. How they do sensing, seizing, and transforming
will be described qualitatively because it involves a social process that is relatively difficult to explain
with a quantitative approach. Therefore, the qualitative content analysis approach [49], especially the
strategies developed by managers of good SOCSs, starts from the sensing, seizing, and transforming
processes. Simultaneously, theme analysis [50] was also used to map whether various sustainability
attributes exist in the response of SOCSs in their efforts to provide services from the existence of CCs.
4. Results
4.1. Connoisseurs Community of SOCSs
It is quite difficult to find the existence of connoisseurs among visitors because they usually get
along with other visitors. Thus, special methods are needed to detect them. One of the ways is to
check the existence of connoisseur consumers among shop visitors by surveying the way they order
the coffee menu. If the customer chooses his own coffee, both the type and method of serving, then
they are certain to have special attention to the goods they buy as a characteristic of connoisseur
consumers. Independently choosing the type of coffee, the way to present it, the high intensity of the
visit each month are indications of the connoisseur consumers. Interview with baristas has confirmed
that the coffee lovers often started a conversation with baristas about the information of coffee origin,
serving techniques, as well as the character of the taste and aroma. In detail, the census of all sample
shop visitors between March and April 2018 is presented in table 1.
Table 1. Percentage of connoisseurs in KKSO

Arrival
Indicator of connoisseur

intensity
(month)

Individually choosing the type of coffee and the
serving technique
Ask for barista’s advice for coffee type and
serving technique
Giving the option to the barista in selecting the
coffee and serving technique

Number

of

respondents

Percentage
(%)

1-5 times

40

8.89

6-10 times

30

6.67

11-15 times

25

5.56

1-5 times

50

11.11

6-10 times

56

12.44

11-15 times

55

12.22

1-5 times

80

17.78

6-10 times

54

12.00

11-15 times

60

13.33
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Total

450

100.00

Source: primary data processed 2018 (N = 450)

Furthermore, to ensure the existence of connoisseur costumers, we then examine whether the
connoisseur attributes such as the depth of barista knowledge of coffee, barista skills, shop image,
coffee variation, barista communication skills, and serving technique have a relationship with an
increase in the number of consumers. If the three components all show a positive correlation with the
number of customers, it can be determined that connoisseur customers do grow and develop among
customers and are able to build communities. So, if the percentage of connoisseur potential in table 1
and the correlation test between the connoisseurs attributes and the number of visitors is in line, then
the existence of connoisseurs as the support of SOCSs has been verified.
Table 2. Correlation between indicator connoisseurs with Number of Customers

CCs Attributes

Correlation

Sig (2-tailed)

coefficient
The level of manager’s knowledge

0.634

0.004

0.493

0.032

Variation of coffee

0.644

0.003

Barista Communication Skills

0.621

0.003

Coffee serving technique

0.453

0.031

about coffee
Image of the Shop (café or coffee
shop)

Source: Primary Data Processed (2018) (N = 450)

Spearman rank correlation analysis in table 2 shows a significant value between the depth of
knowledge and the number of customers’ variables below 0.05 equal to 0.004, it means there is a
correlation or relationship. Meanwhile, the value of the correlation coefficient of 0.634 shows a strong
relationship between the depth of knowledge and the number of customers, it can be said that the
deeper the barista’s knowledge about single origin coffee the bigger the potential to increase the
number of SOCSs customers. This is supported by the opinion of the managers of SOCS that barista’s
knowledge is an important factor in their recruitment other than friendliness and work discipline.
According to the shop managers, CCs not only asked the origin and quality of the coffee they ordered
but also the serving techniques and characters of various types of coffee. Managers or baristas are
required to have sufficient knowledge about single origin coffee. Even some managers say that CCs
are very easy to move to another shop if they feel there is a peculiarity of the coffee they drink,
especially the consistency of flavor from day to day.
In addition to the depth of barista knowledge and shop managers, management's strategy in
creating an image as a single origin shop to attract consumers can also be an indicator of the existence
of connoisseur consumers. Connoisseur consumers will prefer shops that have a reputation as a
single origin compared to traditional coffee, which is in accordance with their characteristics
concerning the origin of coffee and the quality of serving. The above results of the Spearman rank
correlation analysis show that the significant value between the shop image variable with the number
of customers below 0.05 equal to 0.032. It means there is a correlation or relationship between two
variables. Meanwhile, the value of the correlation coefficient is 0.493. This means that there is a strong
relationship between the management of the shop variable with the number of customers. If the
image of a single origin shop is increasingly highlighted, the number of customers will also increase.
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In order to detect the presence of connoisseurs, a correlation between the variation of single
origin coffee and SOCSs with the number of visitors was tested. Other than paying attention to the
coffee they drink, CCs are usually happy to try new coffees. More varied the coffee served will attract
more customers. Among single origin shop owners, the variety of coffee provided is one of the parts
of the way they attract customers, especially coffee lovers. Correlation test on the significance value
of the variable variation of coffee with the number of customers is below 0.05 equal to 0.003. It can be
said that the two variables are correlated with each other. Meanwhile, the value of the correlation
coefficient is 0.644, which means that the relationship or correlation between the variables of Shop
Marketing with Number of Customers has a strong correlation. So, more varied the coffee provided
by SOCS will increase the potential of the number of customers.
In order to strengthen the existence of CCs, we also verify the characteristics of visitors, whether
it reflects the view that connoisseurs can build a cross-professional customer community or not. The
survey results show that the category of consumers who have the highest percentage value in visiting
coffee shops comes from friend (21%), meeting (18%), and club (12), the data shows that connoisseurs
truly contribute to building customer communities across professions as presented by Quintão et al.
(2018) [33]. Meanwhile, consumers who come by chance alone are only 16%, most consumers have a
good relationship with the shop manager, barista, or fellow customers. This shows that connoisseurs
really exist to build a customer community for the shop. Detailed data on consumer relations with
shop and barista manager can be seen in detail in figure 3.

Typology of Consumers Networks

33%

21%
Friends
18%

Metting
Club hobbies

16%

12%

Others
Student

Figure 3. Relationship between baristas and shop visitor

4.2. Sustainable consumption of Single Origin Coffee Shop
The relationship between connoisseur and coffee consumption sustainability cannot be directly
measured. The measurement is done through the change of management behavior to fulfill more
sensitive connoisseur needs on the sustainability issues. For example, the shop must be able to explain
why the price of coffee they offer is more expensive than the same coffee in the market. Consumers
will perceive the goods they buy as expensive if there is no adequate explanation. This will affect
their decision to buy single origin coffee. Relatively complex service and serving technique
comparing to regular coffee are deemed to be not enough by the consumers to rationalize the price
of coffee that can double and triple from the regular coffee shops. Matrix at table 2 gives the
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illustration of the relationship between four sustainable dimensions with three main activities of
single origin coffee business.
Table 3. Continuous behavior by shop management to meet CCs needs

Sustainability

Transferring

Saving

dimension

Green knowledge

consumption

Production

Coffee

shop

always

provides

input

to

their

energy

Transparency in

Reducing

business

negative impacts

processes

of waste

The red picking

Shops

campaign

will

farmers’

maximize

the

buy
green

Waste
bean

of

waste

green

processing

bean with more

such as coffee skin

expensive

can be used for

partner farmers to

process

of

produce

high-

forming

coffee

than the market

fertilizer

quality

coffee

fruit

more

price because the

livestock feed

for

price

including organic

optimal

farmers’

coffee to meet the

production results

production

needs

of

process

and

requires

connoisseur

additional energy

consumers

to

meet quality

standards
Consumption

The shop always

Drinking

coffee

Single origin shop

Some shop coffee

promotes

without

sugar

always promotes

waste is used for

the

proper

way

to

reduces the need

coffee from fair

food

drink

coffee

to

for sugar at least

market

trade

cosmetics. Coffee

reduce the risk of

for coffee drinkers

which does not

with poor quality

harm farmers

is processed into

adverse effects for
consumers’ health
Marketing

The shop provides

Aspect

an

explanation

cool brew
-0-

The
different

knowledge

standards

coffee
origin

single
that

increase

-0-

between

price
regular

will

coffee and single

the

origin coffee as a

customer’s
knowledge

shop

established

service about the
of

and

form of business
on

transparency

sustainable coffee
Source: Primary data processed (2018)

Apart from the above three categories, identifying the sustainability of consumption of SOCSs
can also be seen from how they build shop image as a marketing strategy. Some shops promote the
concept of “locality” as a promotional tool to appreciate local culture and local farmers. Meanwhile,
they use the term “guest coffee” to anticipate the demand for coffee products outside the region
which is sometimes more popular. This coffee is usually only complementary. “Locality” branding
is used relatively effective by SOCS because coffee naturally has a close bond to local culture in
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addition to the location where they grow. Hence, associating coffee with locality is quite effective as
a promotional material.
Another branding strategy that also reflects sustainability consumption is raising issues of equity
in coffee distribution. Certain terms that reflect their concerns about the issue of justice are often
found both in their Instagram account and in writings posted on the shop’s wall. Jargons such as “fair
coffee”, “don’t drink the farmer’s blood through coffee”, or “a cup of justice” are a form of their
expression to campaign for a transparent business form. Coffee shops also sarcastically comment on
coffee business practices that they consider unfair with the term “Coffee is supposed to be grounded
not cut” to illustrate that the sachet coffee produced by the factory is considered to be unfair.
SOCSs branding with “learning place”, “place of sharing” or “gathering place” indirectly
supports sustainability consumption. SOCSs deliberately attract consumers of younger generation
and groups of hobbies with the branding. The increasing number of Indonesian middle classes that
have grown very fast in the past ten years ago is a potential market for SOCS. Hence, the branding is
quite effective. There has been no empirical evidence of the effect of SOCSs on decreasing deviant
behaviors such as “gangsters”, drugs, or other crimes as a characteristic of urban communities.
However, the existence of SOCSs as new media to socialize reduces the potential of younger people
to carry out these actions.
Education is also a common promotional topic among SOCSs as an effort to attract customers.
They used to compare their shops by posting consistent educational content about coffee using social
media. The spread of knowledge about the single origin, good coffee production methods, and good
coffee brewing processes will increase their customers’ knowledge about single origin coffee.
Although it is not directly targeting sustainable consumption, this branding certainly opens
opportunities for ordinary consumers to increase their interest in coffee to become connoisseur
consumers. The effort of SOCSs is quite serious in building the image of its shop to get good loyalty
from its consumers in accordance with the findings of (Han et al., 2018a) that loyalty is an interrelation
between cognitive and affective factors. Hence, building an image is very important.
So, it is very clear that CCs facilitates SOCSs to encourage sustainability consumption because
their presence can attract other communities to become consumers, other than directly contributing
to shop’s income. Even with small existence, their contribution is considered adequate to keep the
shop from going bankrupt. On the other hand, a community that is interested in it is a bonus for
SOCSs. One of the managers of SOCSs said “they (CCs) are the savior of our cash flow other than to
attract their friends to join. Their arrival at our shop also encouraged us to continue to improve our
coffee knowledge to avoid embarrassment. Obviously, the two functions played by CCs as
consumers are the drivers of the shop’s income and as a symbol of their coffee lovers. They become
the attraction for regular consumers to come to the shop.
4.3. Connoisseur consumer, sustainability and Dynamics capabilities
4.3.1. Connoisseur and Sensing Process
The existence of CCs facilitates the shop to map market segmentation, their preferences, as well
as a mapping which community groups should be targeted by their promotion. Thus, it will be easier
for the coffee shop to synthesize and classify what resources are needed to compete. It will be easier
for them to record the required needs starting from the procurement of raw materials to marketing
strategy. The trend of the type of coffee sought from the market is communicated by CCs, making it
easier for the shop to plan the needs of the following month to the following year. Hence, they can
build contact with farmers, green bean providers or even fellow shop owners early on. It will be more
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difficult for the regular coffee shop to do the mapping because they only rely on differences in
presentation. Thus, their competitiveness becomes lower. The sensitivity of the company which is
driven by the existence of CCs will surely not be obtained by regular coffee shops. Hence, they have
to analyze the market trends themselves in the future.
In addition, SOCSs are also very familiar with the latest communication technology, especially
social media, to identify opportunities. The use of these technologies also facilitates the identification
process of opportunities especially to find out the tendency of market trends [40], [51]. For example,
SSCS often opens polls to audiences to assess new products before they are launched. This is to find
out how much customer interest through social media. The Instagram story is the shop’s favorite
media to introduce their new single origin products.
Polls are very efficient to map the market while avoiding deterioration in the reputation of the
new products if there is a lack of customer response because it has been announced from the
beginning that the product is tentative. It will be continued if there is a positive response. The use of
this technology will provide convenience to managers in mapping the desires of consumers without
requiring much energy and costs, compared to traditional method. Hence, technology allows
managers to process identification of opportunities easily, quickly, and cheaply [37].
4.3.2. Connoisseur and Seizing Process
The resources that have been mapped in the above require special strategies to be used by the
company. One of the strategies built by SOCSs is designing shop businesses by utilizing the resources
they controlled such as coffee knowledge, single origin coffee networks, friendships, and
approaching groups of hobbies to get customers. The way SOCSs build the image by selling the coffee
fairly and locally is one of the methods to do market segmentation to attract certain customers. So,
SOCSs in Indonesia intentionally position themselves as different shops than most of the traditional
shops that have existed before, in some cases they also make a difference with the pattern of
international network shops such as Starbuck and Kopi Tiam. This is in line with the finding of [22],
[32] where the culture of coffee does not always follow a mainstream pattern such as Starbuck.
However, it will always have a strong sense of locality as part of cultural alternatives.
The strategy for SOCSs by designing new businesses segment is their way to win the competition
with regular coffee shops and international network shops. As we know, regular coffee shops in the
past ten years have also transformed their businesses which were not so impressive for traditional
shops. However, it is more like a modern café equipped with various modern snacks. They also
provide free Internet facility to meet the communication needs of younger customers and build a
more comfortable atmosphere in accordance with the demands of today’s generation. Building an
image as a coffee shop with good quality coffee and giving other ethical touches are accurate
strategies of SOCSs to differentiate themselves from existing competitors.
In addition to designing businesses that are more segmented on CCs and the community of
hobbies and the younger generation, SOCSs also build the characteristics of their shop by designing
shop, giving variations of coffee served and giving typical service model. In addition, they usually
serve some special coffee that can only be enjoyed among their own community. Some coffee
networks conduct business contract with certain farmer groups and develop brands that are only
sold in their outlets. It became their specific competitiveness. Usually, they provide assistance to
farmers intensively about coffee processing to get quality, aroma, and taste according to market
needs. Using this strategy is a precise way for companies to seize existing resources. Thus, other
people will not be able to replace it since because they use an exclusive business relationship pattern.
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4.3.3. Connoisseur and Transforming Process
Transformation process carried out by SOCSs caused by the growth of fairly large CCs in the
past ten years are also due to a shift in the impression that coffee is identical to old, masculine, ancient
tradition. Hanging out in a coffee shop, especially in single origin shops, is a new lifestyle for the
younger generation. In addition, old and masculine impressions begin to erode. It is clear that the
role of SOCSs is to change that impression by showing their female customers picture on a social
media page. Coffee is a cross-generation drink. SOCSs are also a convenient place for anyone
including women. As we know, ten years ago before the coffee culture developed in Indonesia,
women who spent their time in coffee shops would be considered as unusual. The impression was
the same even in a big city like Jakarta as a cosmopolitan city. In some shops, since the coffee culture
boomed around the 2000s, they began employing women as baristas or shopkeepers.
Another corporate culture that has changed to face competition is the principle of increasing
added value rather than selling price monopoly. This is different from regular shops that are still
focused on providing low prices to customers which causing relatively small sales margin. This
added value can be in the form of service, quality of coffee taste, free Wi-Fi facility and the
convenience of the shop’s atmosphere. This increased added value is believed to be far better than
competing prices because they are well aware that their segmentation is not a customer who is
hunting for price incentives. This situation cannot be separated from the existence of CCs as their
customers whose numbers continue to increase along with social contacts occurring in shops among
fellow customers.
Another transformation carried out by SOCSs is building networks among them both as a means
of communication and building a good business environment. This network is also directly used to
exchange information and even information on the procurement of raw materials. If regular shop
relies on raw materials from the market, then a single origin shop uses the network more to fulfill
their raw materials needs. The alliance of the owners of the single origin shop is also used to procure
shop’s equipment as well as cooperation in following certain moments for the purpose of promoting
coffee culture.
5. Discussion
Seeing the existence of promising CCs of more than 20% of total shop visitors, it is very natural
for the shop to make various efforts to meet the tastes of CCs starting from providing a large variety
of single origin coffee, building a shop that cares about farmers, also developing shop relationship
with more open and egalitarian customers. It is not just a number, CCs are also able to build a
community both with regular consumers or fellow CCs. Thus, its existence has two attractions for
regular visitors, friends, and coffee lovers. This is in line with the findings of the survey where friend,
meeting, and club are the most frequent visitors of the shop. This confirms the theory that CCs are
able to build sub-cultures and social capital. Hence, they can build communities both with regular
consumers and outstanding professionals [33], [36].
When viewing the categories of connoisseur associated with the visit, those four indicators have
a close relationship with the number of visits. Although we do not specifically see the existence of
CCs, the close relationship between these categories can be used as an initial indication that CCs are
indeed able to attract visitors, both regular visitors, and professional coffee lovers. Discussions with
baristas in some shops also show similar conditions where consumers are increasingly critical of the
coffee they serve. The manager also asks them to always ask customers’ opinion on whether the coffee
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they served satisfied them or not. By seeing this data, it can be seen if the manager consciously maps
the consumer characteristics and identifies the level of satisfaction. In DCs theory, mapping and
resource classification activities are carried out by owners of SOCSs as a sensing process.
The existence of these CCs is responded by SOCSs by building a business that is indirectly
related to sustainability attribute. The process of transferring green knowledge to baristas so that they
can explain to customers who ask about coffee is an indication that CCs indirectly drive the
sustainability consumption. The demand to obtain good raw material has encouraged SOCSs to
provide assistance to the farmers either in a group or personal so that they can make efficient energy
consumption at the farmer level in processing good coffee beans. They inevitably have to teach
environmentally friendly production methods and hygienic coffee bean processing. This will
encourage sustainability at the farmer level. The social interaction that they built with farmers, as
well as other shops, has encouraged an increase in the price of coffee beans at the farmer level. This
relationship causes farmers to know the margins obtained by SOCSs, forcing the shop to increase
their sharing by buying with far more expensive prices than market prices. Thus, the existence of CCS
has indirectly encouraged transparency in the SOCSs business process which is theoretically an
indication of sustainability.
The next response carried out by SOCSs was to design their business to fit the characteristics of
CCs starting from building shop image, providing baristas with sufficient capabilities, and building
networks to the farmer level to guarantee the claims as SOCSs. Although they are not exclusive to
certain segments such as specialty shop for CCs or coffee experts, opening up the possibility to sell
drinks not related to coffee is very much avoided especially traditional drinks. At the most, they will
exploit various types of espresso-based drinks such as cappuccino, latte, ice coffee, and milk coffee.
However, they try to make the non-dominant strategy to maintain the impression of SOCSs. They
also modified some of the food menus where SOCSs should not be shifted into café and not coffee
shops anymore.
This business design shows effective seizing process in which CCs existence as the main
resources can be maintained. At the same time, they open the opportunity for most the consumers.
Choosing a shop theme by promoting locality, using organic promotion, fair trade, and other ethnic
attributes is also a form of seizing other SOCSs. Meanwhile, the efforts of SOCSs to mobilize alliances
with fellow shops and build networks to farmers are a form of transformation of the company they
use. The efforts of the owners of SOCSs to build different cultures within their company organizations
that reflect attention to ethic attributes are part of the transforming company.
6. Conclusions
This research confirms that CCs are an important component of the sustainability of SOCs amid
intense competition both with traditional coffee shops and international coffee shop chain. The
analysis on the attributes related to CCs such as the improvement of manager’s knowledge on coffee,
the image of the coffee shop, coffee variation, barista’s communication skills, and quality of coffee
serving technique show a positive relationship with the number of consumers. This clearly shows
that CCs are part of the consumer. The reason is that these attributes related to CCs preferences. These
findings are in line with an opinion by [33] which stated that CCs are agents who are able to build
communities both with professionals and regular consumers to form new sub-culture. In addition,
the survey results on the characteristics of visitors show that friends, meetings, and the clubs are
ranked highest. Hence, it has confirmed this finding.
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The potential of their existence to more than 20% of visitors was realized by shop owners until
they designed their business according to the needs of CCs. The existence of CCs, directly and
indirectly, encourage the sustainability of consumption because SOCSs carry out the transferring
green knowledge process, saving energy consumption, increasing the transparency of business
processes, and reducing the negative impact of waste in its business processes on three main aspects
of business namely production, consumption, and distribution. Loyalty and high concern for ethic
attributes of coffee are referred to by SOCSs to design and build more environmentally friendly
businesses to adapt to these attributes.
At the same time, the existence of CCs also makes it easier for SOCSs to map resources, acquire
these resources and design company businesses by utilizing these resources appropriately. They are
also able to transform corporate culture into more adaptive to consumer demands. At the same time,
SOCSs also built alliances with fellow shop owners, building networks to farmers to continue to
improve their competitiveness. Hence, CCs are very important, both directly and indirectly pushing
the sustainable consumption and making it easier for SOCSs to build strong dynamic capabilities in
order to compete with traditional shops or international network shops. Based on the above findings,
more in-depth research on the standard character and number of CCs is needed as well as their
contribution to the revenue structure of SOCSs. Meanwhile, connoisseur customers’ support is
practically capable of helping the SOCSs in improving their DCs to be more potential in improving
the sustainable consumption of coffee commodity in the future.
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